
Overview of the CT Cup: (updated 8/2021) 

- CT Cup play is for U11 and older travel teams.   
- The PSC would like to see all Red teams participate as long as there is coach availability. (This is also dependent 

if there is enough rostered players not including double roster scenarios).    
 

• Connecticut Cup is a bracket tournament with a minimum of 32 teams and no more than 64 teams        
• Max number of games will be 6 if the team makes it to the final.  
• It’s a knockout tournament so once a team loses they are out of the tournament. 
• Games are held on Saturday’s and CT Cup games take priority over any league scheduled games per CJSA rules 

and is the same in all districts. 
• Each season there are updated details from CJSA outlining when the registration closes, the Cup Draw date, 

Roster Freeze date, starting schedule, and the location of the CT Cup finals. 
• Games will be home or away which could be anywhere in the state depending on the draw. 
• Registration is done on the CJSA website (US Soccer Connect) and is done by the Registrar or Director of Travel 

who will pay the fee at time of registration (PSC covers the fee). 
 

How to get your team registered for the CT Cup: 

1. The U11 and older team’s Head Coach or Manager must email the Director of Travel 
(psctravelsoccer@outlook.com) and/or the registrar stating they want to participate in the CT Cup. 
 

2. The DoT/Registrar will confirm once the team is registered and the Head Coach/Manager should also receive an 
email confirmation. 
 

3. Teams are then responsible for working with the Registrar and/or the Director of Travel to establish their roster 
and if it may include players from other teams (ex: Gray) or should exclude players from the roster due to 
playing on a premiere team and they are participating in the State Cup.  (Players cannot participate in both) 
 

4. Once the CT Cup roster is approved, the Registrar will send the roster to the teams.  NOTE: this roster is different 
than the weekly CJSA roster for league games.  The league game approved roster cannot be used. 
 

What happens after the CT Cup Draw? 

- On the cup draw date, the brackets for each age group will be posted online. 
- The ‘Home’ team is responsible for reserving a field and defining the time and coordinating with the ‘Away’ 

team. 
- If a PSC team gets a Home game – schedule on the master schedule as you normally would.  Specify the category 

as ‘CT Cup’ vs ‘Game’.  AND send an email to the ref assignor and Carlos and Director of Travel. 
(weiss.wc@duracell.com, carlos_almeida@ct-soccer.net, psctravelsoccer@outlook.com).   

o CT cup games refs need to be coordinated and pulled from the state pool of refs. 
- PSC coaches are responsible for paying the ref fees per the schedule and use exact change as outlined HERE.  

Club will reimburse you. 
- Have your team enjoy the experience whether you play one game or make it to the finals! 
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